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Abstrmct--Parallel computers (such as the distributed array processor and systolic arrays) bring 
into consideration the Jacobi method where several non-interacting rotations can be performed 
simultaneously. However, the design of the algorithm is much more crucial in a parallel 
environment; inefficiencies can lead to considerable organizational costs. This paper provides a 
general framework for the description of mobile schemes together with two specific schemes, the 
better of which reduces the organizational overheads for the Jacobi method to zero. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We first give a brief introduction to parallel computers. Parallelism has been introduced 
in novel architectural design firstly by pipelining, in which overlapping subtasks are 
executed simultaneously. Coupled with pipelining, in many machines uch as the Cray-l, 
there are also independent hardware units for performing operations, uch as addition and 
multiplication, which allow greater number of simultaneous operations and this in turn 
results in an improvement in speed. This class of machines i often referred to as vector 
processors. Another concept is that of array processors, such as the distributed array 
processor (DAP), which basically performs the same instruction on sets of data. This class 
of machine is often referred to as single instruction stream multiple data stream (SIMD). 
In this paper we are concerned with the DAP, which consists of 64 x 64 processors p# in 
a square grid with nearest-neighbour interconnection, and data storage may be thought 
of as a set of planes below each processor, each holding a 64 x 64 array. A processor has 
fast access to the data in its "column" and those of its four neighbours. There is a single 
instruction stream broadcast to all processors. However, masks may be set so that only 
a subset of the processors perform a given operation. 
The design of algorithms for SIMD and vector processors tend to be similar. In this 
respect he algorithm design developed here will be applicable to other vector machines 
and indeed on systolic arrays, which have recently received a lot of attention. The 
processors, like the DAP, have the nearest-ncighbour connections, o that the mobile 
scheme suggested in Section 3 will also be applicable to systolic architecture. A detailed 
description on parallel architectures and algorithm design is given by Parkinson[1]. 
The Jacobi method for the computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a 
symmetric matrix applies a sequence of similarity transformations A := RTAR, where R 
is a plane rotation: 
l 
1 
° .  
R = C --Row p (1) 
S --Row q 
-S  
C 
".. 
1 
where C = cos 0 and S = sin 0. 
tParts of the introductory description in sections I and 2 are taken from the authors' earlier paper[3]. 
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Here R is chosen so as to decrease the off-diagonal sum of squares by reducing the 
element am, usually to zero[5, 7]. The method is attractive for a multiprocessor machine 
such as the DAP, and systolic array, because at each stage one can perform up to [n/2] 
rotations imultaneously on an n x n matrix. 
The literature contains a number of different methods for determining a sequence of 
[n/2] pairs specifying the pivot elements am that are to be simultaneously annihilated at 
successive stages. Indeed, the specification of such sequences may be said to date back to 
"Kirkman's Schoolgirls problem", first posed in The Lady's and Gentleman's Diary in 
1850; for an interesting discussion see Rouse Ball and Coxeter[2]. 
In an earlier paper[3] the term "mobile schemes" was introduced and the method briefly 
discussed. Here the rows and columns of A are permuted systematically to reduce the data 
movement overhead which, when rows p and q in equation (1) are far apart, can be serious 
in a mesh-connected architecture like that of the DAP. 
The aim of the present paper is to provide a general framework for the description of 
mobile schemes together with two specific schemes for arbitrary n, the better of which 
(Scheme 1) reduces the relocation overhead to zero. We in fact arrange that just two groups 
of pivot elements are used alternatively at successive stages, such as {a12, a~ . . . .  } and 
{a23, a45 . . . .  } in Scheme 1 below. 
2. THE PARALLEL  JACOBI METHOD 
We give a brief outline of this, in order to fix some notation and to provide the setting 
for what follows. 
The element am (p 4= q) of a real symmetric n x n matrix A can be reduced by applying 
a plane rotation through an appropriate angle 0, )0) < r~/4; i.e. by forming RTAR, where 
R is a block-diagonal matrix, defined as follows: 
R~= -Rqp= -s in0 ,  Rpp=Rqo=cosO; R~=6 v otherwise. 
Usually, 0 is determined by the formula 
tan 20 = 2 am/(app - aqq) (p < q), (2) 
and then a m is annihilated (reduced to zero); we shall often write as if this is always the 
case. (If a m is already zero then no rotation is applied: R is the identity matrix.) 
In the Jacobi method, A is reduced to diagonal form by applying an infinite sequence 
of such rotations Rk = R(pk, qk; Ok), where (Pk, qk), k = l, 2 , . . .  runs through all pairs 
(p, q) with l ~< p < q ~< n infinitely often; the classical order is 
(1, 2), (1, 3) . . . . .  (1, n), (2, 3) . . . . .  (2, n ) , . . . ,  (n - I, n) 
repeated indefinitely. Let A0 = .4, and 
Ak=RrAk_ IR ,  (k = 1,2 . . . .  ). 
The Ok are determined at each stage from the elements app, a~q, a m (p = Pk, q --qk) in 
Ak_ I, typically by formula (2). The overriding aim is to decrease the sum of squares of 
the off-diagonal elements at each stage, so that as k --- ~ ,  Ak converges to a diagonal matrix 
containing the eigenvalues of ,4 0 and R~ R I . . .  Rk to an orthogonai matrix whose columns 
are the corresponding eigenvectors. 
Each rotation R (p, q; 0) affects only the p th and q th rows and columns of ,4 while 
annihilating a m (= a~p. This feature of the method is exploited on a parallel machine by 
annihilating many elements imultaneously. 
A set of rotations R~ -- R(pi, qi; 0,) (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m) in which {p~, q~} N {pj, qj} = c~ (i :~j) 
is called disjoint; the compound rotation matrix J =//~ R~ annihilates m elements of ,4 
simultaneously. 
We write 
piv(J) = {{p~, q,}:i = l, 2 . . . . .  m}, 
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and we write J for the set of all such matrices J. As each rotation affects two rows (and 
columns) of A, the maximum number of rotations that can be performed simultaneously 
is clearly In/2]. 
The Jacobi method where compound rotations are performed at each stage we term the 
parallel Jacobi method. 
3. MOBILE SCHEMES 
In this section we use the following notation. A permutation u is a one-one map of 
{ 1 . . . . .  n } onto itself. We denote by e the identity permutation, and by 3a the composition 
of permutations u,3: 
(30") (i) = 3[a(i)]. (3) 
We denote by (7" the corresponding permutation-transformation of n-vectors (or its n x n 
matrix) 
¢7"x = y, where y; = x~o ~. (4) 
Note that (#,)T = (a - t ) ,  and that if A is an n x n matrix, then 
B = (O'*)TA (7* (5) 
is A with its ith row (column) moved to lie in the ¢;(i)th row (column) for each i. The result 
of doing the sequence of transformations (5), applying #,, #2 . . . . .  #~ in that order, is 
equivalent to forming (#*)TAo*, where ¢; = irk.. • ¢;: ,  (since both * and T reverse the order 
of products). 
Lemma 3.1. If a is a permutation and J ~,~ then K = ¢;*TJo* is in ,~ and has 
pivot points 
piv(K) = {{~ (p), u (q)}: {p, q} ~ ply(J)}. (6) 
Proof. It suffices to verify that 
¢7 *T R(p, q; 0) ~* = g [~ (p), ~(q); O]. (7) 
Definition 3.2. A mobile (parallel Jacobi) scheme of length m is a sequence of 
J~6J  and permutations ¢~, (k = 1 . . . . .  m) which, given an n x ,  matrix A, 
define a sequence of trans}'ormed matrices A0 . . . .  , An by 
A0=A;  Ak=~gVJ[A~_,Jkcrk, (k=l  . . . . .  m). (8) 
We speak of "the scheme J :~ . . .  J~,u~,. An ordinary Jacobi scheme, henceforth called a 
stationary scheme, is one where all the ~k equal e, and we speak of "'the scheme J , . . .  J,," 
in this case. 
As we implement mobile schemes the #, and the pivots of the Jk are chosen in advance, 
leaving only the rotation angles to be determined as computation proceeds depending on 
the matrix A. This simplifies programming and there seems no advantage in organizing 
the algorithm differently. Strictly speaking the "scheme" is determined by the ¢~k and the 
piv(JD, different J, with the same pivots giving "instances" of the scheme, but we shall 
rarely make this distinction. 
We now show that, as one might expect, the entries in the A~ produced by a mobile 
scheme are merely rearrangements of those in a stationary scheme. In practice a scheme 
corresponds to a complete sweep, the sequence JL #~. • • l,,u,, being repeated (with different 
rotation angles) until convergence occurs. 
Definition 3.3. Two mobile schemes J lcrt... l ,,u,, and J,g,....7~,~,, are equiv- 
alent if there are permutations/7 0. ../7,, such that, for every A, the transformed 
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matrices A0...A,, and .40...-~,, produced by the schemes atisfy 
a,=l ' l *V~, l I  * ( r - -0  . . . . .  m). (9) 
Obviously/7 0 must equal e. 
Theorem 3.4. Any mobile scheme is equivalent to a (unique) stationary scheme. 
Proof. Given the scheme Ji al...J,,o,,, defining A0...A,, as in equations (8), define the 
Hk inductively by 
Ho=e; /7k=Ok/7k_1 (k=l  . . . . .  m). (I0) 
Consider the stationary scheme J'l-...7,, where 
L=n _,s nLi (ll) 
which defines the sequence 
.~=A;  .4kfJTT.~_IL (k=l  . . . . .  m). (12) 
It is easily verified by induction that equation (9) then holds. The equivalence is unique 
in the sense that equations (10) and (11) define the only/'/k, Jk such that equation (9) holds 
for every A. This follows by induction, using the fact that if a matrix J is both a member 
of ~ and a permutation matrix, it equals the identity. 
CoroUm'y 3.5. With the above notation, the pivots of the matrix a~k of the 
stationary scheme are {//f_l t (p,),/T f_ t I (q , )}  where {p,, q,} are the pivots of Jk. 
Proof. By Lemma 1. 
We can display the pivots and data movement in a mobile scheme by a migration table, 
shown here for n = 4, m = 2 where piv(J,) = piv(J2) = {{1,2}, {3, 4}} and where ol maps 
i to i+ l  (mod4) and o 2 maps i to  5 - i :  
, , k  
i ", 0 ! 2 
2 4 
3 
4 
J l, 0"I J2, 0"2 
The i, k entry shows which original row (or column) of A has migrated to row (or column) 
i after ok is applied (the elements of the row or column having been subjected to the 
rotations of JI . . . . .  Yk en route but not yet by those of J~+ t). It equals HL -I (i). The kth 
column, regarded as a vector, is o 7z times the (k - l)th. Lines joining pairs of indices p,q, 
in column k, lying in rows i,,j,, show that {i,,j,} are the pivots of Jk+ I while {p,, q,} are 
the pivots of the corresponding 3k+1 of the equivalent stationary scheme. 
Definition 3.6. We call a mobile scheme a sweep if the corresponding stationary 
scheme is a sweep, i.e. if 
0 piv(J~) 
k=l  
is the full set of n(n - 1)/2 pivot points. 
In the above example, tJ piv(L)--- {{ 1, 2}, {3~4}, {2,3}, {1,4}}. 
We now describe a scheme which is well-suited to the DAP architecture. For given n, 
let 
n'  = [(n - I)12], n"  = [n/2] ,  ({ ] = in teger  part ) .  
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Define the permutation co(for odd) on {1 . . . . .  n } to be the product of interchanges (1, 2), 
(3, 4) . . . . .  (2n" - 1, 2n"), and define r/(for even) to be the product of interchanges (2, 3), 
(4, 5) . . . . .  (2n', 2n' + !). 
Let ~ denote the set of J ~ ,D having the form 
Ci  
Si 
-S l  
Ct 
C2 - $2 
$2 C2 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
with a unit block [1] at 
the bottom right if n 
is odd, 
C n" - -  S j  
S.. C.. 
i.e. the set of J having pivots at { 1, 2}, {3, 4} . . . . .  {2n" - I, 2n"}. 
Let E denote the set of J e,D having the form 
1 
C I ~S  I 
St Ct 
\ 
\ 
\ 
X 
\ 
\ 
\ 
C.. -S~, 
S., C.. 
with a unit block [I] at the 
bottom right if n if even, 
i.e. the set of I having pivots at {2, 3}, {4, 5} . . . . .  {2n', 2n' + I}. Clearly, J belonging to 
or ~: can be applied on the DAP with negligible data movement overhead. 
Definition 3.7. The mobile Scheme l (MSI) for n x n matrices is a scheme 
l~at...J,a,, of length n, with 
cr k = co and Jk ~ Q for k odd, 
a~ = r/and J~ e E for k even. 
Theorem 3.8. Scheme MSI is a sweep, for any n. 
Proof. We do not give a formal proof, but illustrate with the migration table (Table I) 
for the case n --9. 
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Table I. Migration table for MS1 with n = 9 
k 
i 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I I 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 9 
) ) ) ) ) 
2 2 1 4 2 6 4 8 6 9 8 
) ) ) ) 
3 3 4 I 6 2 8 4 9 6 7 
) ) ) ) ) 
4 4 3 6 I 8 2 9 4 7 6 
) ) ) ) 
5 5 6 3 8 I 9 2 7 4 5 
) ) ) ) ) 
6 6 5 8 3 9 I 7 2 5 4 
) ) ) ) 
7 7 8 5 9 3 7 I 5 2 3 
) ) ) ) ) 
8 8 7 9 5 7 3 5 1 3 2 
) ) ) ) 
9 9 9 7 7 5 5 3 3 I I 
J,,o: Jz,}7 J3,¢o J~,~ Js,¢o J~,~ JT, oJ Js,~ J~.~ 
Each index migrates in a simple way, and it can easily be verified that for general n, the 
i, k entry/~, is given by 
i odd i even 
f i  +k  if i+k  <<.n ( i -k  if i - k  >1 1 
/at, = ~ 2n + 1 - (i + k) otherwise < ~1 - (i - k) otherwise" 
Further, each pair of indices p, q, with p ~ q, are adjacent to each other in a pivot position 
exactly once. This makes the scheme a sweep. Finally, at the end of n stages the order of 
indices has been exactly reversed. 
On the DAP, the data movement in MS1 can be completely overlapped with the 
numerical computation. This is because, at each odd-numbered stage, the transformation 
of A is A := KTAK, where K = Jm* with J ~ ~. 
Such K are of the form 
- s in  O~ cos Ot 
cos O~ sin O~ 
- sin O, cos 0., 
cos 0_, sin O, 
\ 
\ 
N 
\ 
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Similarly, even-numbered stages apply A ,=KrAK, where K has the form 
-i- 
- s in  0~ cos0t 
cos 0~ sin 0~ 
-s in  02 cos 0, 
cos 02 sin 0, 
1223 
\ 
\ 
It is as easy to apply such matrices K as to apply J E Q or J e ~:, so MS1 on the DAP is 
an ideal scheme in that it incurs no data movement overhead at all. 
The mobile Scheme 2 (MS2) is another scheme with simple, regular data movement, 
though slightly less efficient on the DAP than MS1. It has length n, and for odd-numbered 
stages k it has 
piv(Jk) = {{l, n}{2, n - l}. . -{n",  n + 1 - n"}} 
and ~r k is the identity. For even stages, 
piv(Jk)={{2, n}{3, n -- l } - . .{n '+ l ,n + 1 --n'}} 
and ak is the cyclic rotation trk(i) = i + 1 (mod n). 
The migration table for n = 8 is shown in Table 2. It is easy to see that MS2 is a sweep. 
On the DAP it can take advantage of the standard functions REVC, REVR which reverse 
the order of the columns or rows of a matrix. 
4. CONCLUSION 
Parallel computers bring into consideration the Jacobi method where several non- 
interacting rotations can be performed simultaneously[4]. However, in contrast o serial 
programming the design of parallel algorithm is much more crucial. In this paper a general 
framework of describing mobile schemes for the implementation of Jacobi's method on 
parallel computers has been presented. 
Details of implementation on the DAP have been discussed previously[3], and imple- 
mentation on systolic array architecture has been considered by Heller and Ipsen[6]. 
These techniques ubstantially reduce the organizational costs, and are applicable to 
other areas such as the generalized eigenvalue problem[7]. 
Table 2. Migration table for MS2 with n = 8 
\~  k 
i \ ' -~  1 2 3 
I I - -  I 2 
2 2 - -  2 3 - -  
3 3 - -  3 - -  4 - -  
4 4- -  4 - - !  54!  
5 5 - -  5 6 - -  
6 6 - -  6 - -  7 - -  
7 7 - -  7~ 8 
8 8 ~  8- -  1 - -  
2 
3 - -  
4- -  
5-- 
6 
7-- 
I . i  
etc. 
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